
 

Day 1 - Let’s Get Started!



Welcome to the Chart Your Course Challenge!

Here’s what to expect:

5 days of learning, doing, and community

Each day: 

● Video presentation
● Slides - downloadable
● Some supplemental content/documents
● Assignment(s)



Goal of the Chart Your Course Challenge

At the end of  5 days, you’ll have the knowledge, the tools, 
and a concrete plan in place to create your course, 
membership, or training program.



How can this change your life?

Creating a digital course, membership, or training program business can be 
life-changing in many ways:

● Increase your income
● Provide you tremendous satisfaction and fulfillment by helping others
● Live life on your schedule and your own terms
● Break free from a traditional job
● Be your own boss
● Create a bigger impact on society in whatever way you choose
● Improve lives: You, your family, and your students
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Why are we offering this challenge for free?

There is no “catch”! 

Here are 3 reasons why we are running this FREE challenge:

1. The key to our success has been giving. We’ll get into this concept more in 
the challenge, but this is a concept that truly works in this business. The 
more we give, the more we receive in return.

2. We earn affiliate commissions which help offset our expenses. When our 
students sign up for recommended products and services that we use in our 
own business, we receive a commission or referral fee.

3. Our goal is to demonstrate the type of value we provide. Just like Costco!



Our Story In The Online Course & Training Business

Why are we credible on this subject? 

Most importantly, we have proven results:

Over $3,000,000+ in digital course/training program revenue since mid 2017

Over $3,000,000+ in supplemental revenue from affiliate partners related to our 
course sale business since mid 2017.

We’ll be sharing some screenshots as we go through our story in a little bit.

The idea is to show you what is possible and inspire you to accomplish big things.



Heather Reese
Heather has been a blogger for approximately 15 years.

No Excuse Budget

Full Price Never!

It’s A Lovely Life (since 2012)

Built her blogging business to a consistent revenue of $30,000+ per month for 
over 2 years mainly from working with brands on sponsored content and affiliate 
marketing partnerships. (prior to blogger training)

Became heavily involved with travel blogging in 2014 and typically travels 
approximately 150 days a year as a family.



Pete Reese

Real Estate Broker in CA since 2006.

Worked with investors, luxury homes, REO’s, and more.

2017 took a step back from real estate. 

Began working on the blog and blogger training business full-time. Previously 
mostly helping with the blog on the business side of things.

I took Heather’s expertise in blogging, helped develop a training program around 
it, and put a marketing system in place to find and help as many students as 
possible.

Expert in digital marketing, automation, online business development.



Here’s how it all happened in 2017:

Heather was always getting asked how to start a blog.

There was a clear need and others were interested.

We decided it was time to finally make it happen!

In March of 2017, we created the Start A Blogging Business FB Group with ZERO 
members. Now it has over 200,000 members!

Our goal from the beginning was to help others start a blog so they could create 
the type of life they wanted using their blog as a tool.

We created a 5 day course that we gave out for free. 



We didn’t have a course to SELL at this point

Our big goal was to help as many people start a blog as possible.

We focused on getting our free course into the hands of as many people as 
people.

We used our group to answer questions, foster a community, and try to make the 
process as fun as possible.

When we created the group, we thought we wanted to create a paid/premium 
course, but we didn’t have a concrete plan.

We only made money from affiliate commissions at first.



The students of our free course wanted more

We started getting a lot of feedback from our students that they wanted more.

They wanted to learn our specific systems for earning money with a blog, getting 
it set up as a real business, and pretty much everything else that goes with being 
a professional blogger.

Around May of 2017, we came up with the concept for our first course which was 
the 30 Day Blogging Fast Track (now called Blogging Blastoff).

We worked extremely hard in putting together something that would create real 
results for our students.



Our First Course Launch in June 2017

We had no idea what to expect!

Would we have any sales?

Would our students pay for something even though they were used to getting the 
training for free?

Would they like the training that we put together?

Would everyone ask for a refund?

Would our students get results from our training?



Here’s what happened:

 



Course sales of $43,590 and 212 students

 



Our first year of digital course sales:



2018 Digital Course Sales



2019 Digital Course Sales - part 1



2019 Digital Course Sales - Part 2



Why online learning is a great business

One of the most appealing things about creating an online course, membership, or training 
business is the fact that the market for online education is already huge and it’s getting a 
lot bigger.

The online learning business as of 2017 was approximately $159 Billion and is expected to 
increase in market size to $286 Billion by 2023.

Giving access to anyone in the world to learn whatever they want… no matter how 
specialized the material.

Some researchers are predicting that half of the US workforce will move into the gig 
economy over the next five years.



It’s not just a one-time education
We also live in an age when many are questioning whether a 4-year traditional college 
education path is best for most students.

Many college graduates end up in fields not even remotely related to their major. A college 
degree will still be essential for defined career paths such as doctors, lawyers, researchers, 
etc.,

Online training providers can fill this void and prepare people to earn a living in this new 
world by teaching highly specialized coursework.

Do you see the huge growth potential that an online education business? 
Can you see how a specialized provider can thrive in this environment?



3 Reasons Why It’s A Great Business

#1 - There is no inventory to buy or office space to rent. The overhead is very 
low!

#2 - As an online course provider, you’ll have complete flexibility in your 
schedule. You’ll call the shots as your own boss.

#3 - Tremendous earning potential.

The best part of it all is that it is something that you can do too. It’s just a 
matter of taking the steps to make it happen.



Defining Your Niche

Merriam-Webster defines “niche” as: a specialized market

But why is it important to have a “specialized market” or niche for your program? That’s 
because specialized teaching or training is more valuable than general teaching in today’s 
world. 

We’ve always loved the saying “there are riches in niches”.

This drives home the fact that niches in the online training  world can be the key to success. 
A well-defined and specialized niche will mean that your coursework is more valuable to 
your students and it will allow you to charge more than you would be able to with a very 
general program.



How do you find your niche?
Start by asking yourself some of these questions to help narrow it down:

● What are you an expert in? 
● What are your hobbies?
● What interests you? 

There are endless possibilities to discover the potential niche for your program.

You don’t have to be the top expert in a particular field to be successful. As long as you are 
capable of putting together a program that will fill a need, and bring good value to your 
students, then you have the potential to be successful.

If the need exists, and you have the ability to fill that need with a specific idea, then you’ve 
found what you are searching for.



Your niche is not your specific training program

It’s the general focus for any of your training programs.

For instance, your niche could be Basketball.

But, you may have training programs like:

How to dribble

How to shoot 90% on your free throws

How to jump higher



What if you don’t already know your niche?

You may already know your area of focus, but if you don’t, you may need to do a 
little brainstorming.

Niche Mega List for inspiration - supplemental materials for today

Search Udemy to see what’s popular

Still need help? Post in the Chart Your Course Facebook group with: 
#pickmyniche and ask the group for some help! In your post, include as much 
information about yourself and your situation as you can. If you are trying to 
decide between a couple of possibilities, let us know that as well.



3 Main Categories of Online Programs

1. Digital Course
2. Membership Program
3. Training Programs - Group, One on one, 

Masterminds



Digital Course Overview

Digital courses are a very popular option for online training.

Pre-recorded video, text, and documents.

They are normally divided into modules or sections.

The levels of support from the course creator vary. Generally the more support, 
the more expensive the course will be. 

Almost all professional courses are hosted on a platform that can be accessed at 
anytime by students.

Courses vary in their complexity and appeal. 



Popular Digital Course Formats
Duration: 4 to 8 weeks. Most are released 1 week at a time.

Assignments: Some (not all) have suggested assignments to complete

Quizzes and Grading: Most do not include this unless there is a certification 
program as part of it

Content: Video, Text, Video/Audio Presentation (Powerpoint)

Common Extras: Private Facebook group, special multimedia content, 
individualized support (group zoom calls), Q&A Sessions, bonus mini-courses 
teaching related and valuable content

Price Range: $199 to $4,999+



Membership Program Overview

Membership programs are very popular in some niches.

The main goals of membership programs are to educate, motivate, and foster a 
community.

Most will be ongoing and will release new content on a regular schedule either 
bi-weekly or monthly.

A big part of the value is the community. Members can learn from and be 
motivated by other group members that are in a similar position as themselves.

Content can be video, text, slide presentations, or even pre-made templates.



Membership Program Details
Duration: Ongoing, new content released on a monthly schedule. New group 
members may get access to previously released content.

Assignments: Most do not include assignments. 

Quizzes and Grading: Most do not include this.

Content: Bi-weekly or monthly content released

Common Extras: Private Facebook group, special multimedia content, 
individualized support (group zoom calls), Q&A Sessions, bonus training, 
in-person events, special discounts on other offers.

Price Range: $9.99 to $497+ per month



Training Program Overview

These are typically defined trainings that happen in a one-on-one or group 
setting. Sometimes this is referred to as coaching.

These are typically more expensive than a digital course or membership 
program.

They require individualized support from the program leader or team.

There is always direct contact with the students, normally by weekly or bi-weekly 
training calls on Zoom or similar. Calls can be in a group or one-on-one.

More of a collaborative process than a digital course or membership.



Training Program Details
Duration: Defined period 6-12 months

Assignments: Sometimes specific action steps are given, but not necessarily

Quizzes and Grading: Most do not include this.

Content: Normally some training materials are provided upfront, but much of 
the value is provided in the ongoing support with weekly/bi-weekly calls. May 
also include quarterly, bi-annual, or yearly Mastermind in-person meetings.

Common Extras: Private Facebook group, in-person events, special discounts on 
other offerings.

Price Range: $1,999 to $100,000+



Defining Your Vision

What is a vision? It’s your ultimate picture of what you want your life to be like at 
a certain point in time.

Why is it important? A vision keeps everything in perspective. Why are you 
interested in developing a course/membership/training program in the first 
place? It’s your WHY. Having a clear vision will keep the long term in perspective 
and will help you tremendously when you have to take some uncomfortable 
short term steps in order to achieve your long term vision.

Timeframes for your vision? Most experts think it’s important to maintain 3, 5, 
and 10 year visions. But, you can also have shorter and longer timeframes if you 
feel they will help you.



Your Vision should be written down
Writing your visions down once won’t do you much good. It’s important to review 
your vision(s) regularly or daily. This will only take a few minutes and may be the 
most valuable time you spend each day in shaping your future.

Try not to simply “read” your vision(s) daily. Work hard to picture the snapshot of 
your future in your mind. This will give your visions more substance and will 
ultimately help make your visions a reality.

Some people prefer to create visual representations. These are referred to as 
“vision boards” but are simply pictures that are used to help you create that 
visual scene in your mind. If you are very visual person, consider putting one of 
these together in a format that makes sense to you (there is no right or wrong 
way).



Day 1 Assignments

#1 - Pick your niche! - There will be a thread in the announcement section of 
the group where you can either comment with your niche or simply comment 
“Done” if you prefer.

If you need some help in picking your niche, start a new post in the group with 
#pickmyniche and ask for some feedback from the group. Provide as much 
detail as you can so group members can help you narrow it down!

#2 - Write out your vision for 3, 5, and 10 years from now. If you’re more of a 
visual person, cut/paste some pictures to help you make it more real. Take a 
couple minutes every day to review this and keep your vision top of mind.


